Looking back: Sorting through the anxious, warp-speed '00s. CALENDARS, ARTS & BOOKS

Beck reaches out: Chief promises LAPD won’t pursue immigrants’ legal status. CALIFORNIA, A41

FAILURE GETS A PASS
Bar set low for a lifetime job in L.A. schools

The district often grants teachers tenure with little or no review of their skill or students’ achievement.

JASON PELZER, JENNICA GARRISON AND JASON BORDO

A

Bar must be set high for tenure in high schools, a new study shows.
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A blind musician leads the way

[Image: A blind man leading a group of people through a dark room]

**PRACTICAL**: All Jafarbin leads young women in a weekly session at his home in Shemiran. "We have something to say in this world of art, no matter how small." says one violinist.

**SUNDAY, DECEMBER 23, 2009**

**LATIMES.COM/WORLD**

**Channel trains stranded for hours**

**More than 2,000 people were stuck in the cold and dark near the underwater tunnel.**

**JANET DURBET

18 MARCH 2000**

**London, England**

**Passengers who had spent the night trapped in freezing temperatures at the English Channel tunnel were describing "a complete nightmare" after being forced to stay overnight without food or water.**

**A British Rail spokesman said the ice level had dropped and all trains were now running.**

**TAGGED: Passengers wait at London's St. Pancras station. Eurostar trains stranded amid lengthy delays. A Eurostar spokesman said rail lines had run out of water, ran out of food, and there were very few communication networks.**

**A British Rail spokesman said the ice level had dropped and all trains were now running.**

**Temperatures continued to drop in Britain, and travel conditions worsened in Britain. The Channel Tunnel, which links Britain and France, has been shut for 11 hours due to freezing rain that blanketed the area.**

**A British Rail spokesman said the ice level had dropped and all trains were now running.**

**The Channel Tunnel, which links Britain and France, has been shut for 11 hours due to freezing rain that blanketed the area.**

**WORLD BRIEFING**

**OFICIALS admit jailing killed three**

**After months of delay, Iran acknowledged that at least three people detained in connection with the killing of a British diplomat were all killed in custody by prison officials.**

**The皇冠 1皇冠 is monitored by the British High Commission confirmed one of the sentences is being served.**

**Covered by major medical institutions**

**Call today**

**1-305-697-8498**

**Back Institute**

**Backinstitute.com**

**Before, my daughter!**

**Springs coming to an end, the weather is crisp.**

**The permanent freeze on the floor as they keep count.**

**The spring, with its fresh air, fills the earth with hope and begins the new.**

**The spring, with its fresh air, fills the earth with hope and begins the new.**